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SEE YOU AT THE

GAME TOMORROW!
BE THERE!

VOL. XVIII

MUSIC FEATURED
IN '30-31 LYCEUM

THE MlSTlC
MOORHEAD STATE TEACHERS COLLEGE

Graduate Returns
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS
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Tomorrow—Football, M. S. T.
C. vs. Valley City S. T.
C„ Memorial Field, 2:30
p. m.
Owl Term Party.
Tuesday — Social Hour, Stu
dents Exchange.
Saturday, Oct. 11 —Football,
Concordia vs. M.S. T. C.,
Memorial Field.
All-College
Party,
Ex
change.
FOOTBALL SCHEDULE
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Miss Marie Sorkness, associate in
the Intermediate department of the
Training School, who comes to her
work following graduation from the
University of Minnesota. She also is
a two-year graduate of the College.

ALUMNI DIRECTORS
MEET AND PLAN

DONATE $100 FOR
ASSISTANT
COACH; PLAN REUNION AND
HOMECOMING
One hundred dollars to recompense
an assistant football coach for the
College was appropriated by the
Alumni Association at a directors
meeting held at the cottage of Leon
ard Ericksson, member from Fergus
Falls, on Lake Steward, Saturday,
September 27.
At the meeting, attended by six of
the seven directors of the Associa
tion, plans were made concerning the
role of the Alumni in the Homecom
ing festivities, and the M. E. A. Re
union Dinner in Minneapolis was dis
cussed.
It was decided to hold the next an
nual meeting of the Association in
connection with the banquet in honor
at the members of the graduating
classes during commencement week
rather than in the afternoon as was
done the last two years.
According to Ole Sande, president,
efforts will be continued to increase
the enrollment of members in good
standing. In connection with this it
was decided to increase the annual
dues to $1.50 and to continue life
membership fee of $12, with the pro
vision that life membership might be
earned by paying $2.50 a year for six
years.
Those directors present were: Ole
Sande, Moorhead, president; Ralph
Iverson, Tower, secretary; Eva Mark,
Moorhead, vice-president; Blanche
Loudon, Moorhead; J. A. Dahl, LockWith the brass section at its might! hart, and Leonard Ericksson, Fergus
est and the reeds laboring under the
Mae Olson, '30, rural teacher near
effect of cold weather, the Band took
possession of the main thoroughfare Leaf Mountain, was a week-end visi
In Bemidji last Saturday for thirty tor in Moorhead.
minutes as they marched through the
city preceding the football game be
tween the Dragons and the Peds. This
was but a small part of the program
of activity for the musical organiza
tions during the past week which in
cluded the Band and Radio Girls.
Along about 12:30 Tuesday noon a
Last Tuesday after recovery from heterogeneous group of people in
effects received at Bemidji, the Col white caps, blue capes, and skirts and
lege Band took an active part in cele trousers of varied unclassifiable spe
brating the opening of the paving be cies began to clutter up the lobby of
tween Moorhead and Detroit Lakes Weld Hall, babbling and fluttering
The series of broadcasts to be made about and generally distracting us se
by the Radio Girls is being planned. rious students. Being naturally curi
On October 25 they will present a ous, I determined to find out the na
resume of the opera "Carmen" by ture of the fancy dress parade and so
Bizet. Extracts from the libretto will decided to follow the masqueraders.
be read by Helen Chamberlain, and About one o'clock a Greyhound bus
the solo parts will be taken by differ pulled up and removed the conglomer
ent members of the organization. The ation, and I was left behind with five
remainder of their programs to be or six others of the presumably
broadcast will consist of ensemble stronger sex and about fifty
of the
singing containing both secular and dominant sex to practice choir with
sacred numbers.
Mr. Preston.
Tryouts for the Male Octet will be
As soon as I was released, however,
held some time next week. Mr. Pres I proceeded with all possible speed
ton hopes to have an organization and the instinct of a Greyhound to a
equal in skill and technique to the street corner to the westward from
product of last year's development.
which blaring sounds were floating
back.
To my consternation, upon
HOUGHAM WILL ATTEND
reaching the aforesaid corner, I dis
LIBRARY CONFERENCE covered the curious spectacle of the
city of Moorhead populated by the
Miss Sarah Hougham will atend the citizens of Detroit Lakes. At the
North Central Library Conference in same time the mystery of the curious
St. Paul, October 14 to 17. The con regalia which had confronted me at
ference is a branch of the American the campus explained itself by form
Library Association and is composed ing in ranks behind a gaily bedecked
of six states: Minnesota, Wisconsin, but still recognizable Reuben Parson,
Iowa, North Dakota, South Dakota, and marching down the street emit
and Nebraska,
ting all the while an assortment of

BAND AND RADIO
CLUB ARE ACTIVE
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SMETERLIN, FELLOWES, CHEMET,
SPICER AND GORDON QUAR
TET TO APPEAR
With the engagement of entertain
ing artists of the highest order, the
lyceum course committee consisting
of Mr. Christensen, Miss Tainter, Miss
Hayes, and Mr. Preston, has arranged
a program • which features musical
numbers and a lecture on music for
the coming year and which will be of
interest to every student on the cam
pus.
Canon Fellowes, a noted lecturer
who will speak on "Early Music," is
scheduled for the opening date. Mon
day, October 20. Literature concern
ing his history, treatment of his topic,
and press comments has not been re
ceived but will appear in a special
article at a later date.
An enraptured Viennese audience
that refused to leave the hall even
after the management had turned off
the lights, but instead stormed the
concert stage and insisted on the
pianist playing in the dark, first
brought Jan Smeterlin into the inter
national limelight. Smeterlin comes
to the United States for his first tour
heralded by the adulation of Europe,
and the committee considers itself for
tunate in securing this musical treat
for the College on December 2.
That each is remarkable in talent
and skillful in performance, according
to press comments, adequately de
scribes the two artists, Renee Chemet
and Earle Spicer, who will appear on
February 11. Miss Chemet records
exclusively for the Victor Company
and comes with nothing but the high
est laudations and unstinted praise.
Earle Spicer, baritone, has been solo
ist with such organizations as the
New York Symphony Orchestra, the
Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra, and
•the Boston Handel and Haydn So*clety, which bespeaks for itself "a
voice of rich quality and power" as
expressed by the New York Sun.
Long to be remembered is the suc
cess of last year's Arts Festival, the
chief feature of which was the Min
neapolis Symphuny Orchestra. This
year's outside talent to be featured,
on April 15, is the Gordon String
Quartet, which has on a distinguished
place in musical ranks in America.
The Chicago Evening American best
describes the ensemble with: "It
takes rank not only with the best
American music organization, but with
any string quartet in the world."
There is a possibility that other
numbers will be engaged later, as in
dicated by Mr. Christensen, chairman.

REMEMBER!
HOMECOMING
NOVEMBER 8!
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DRAGONS, VICTORIOUS OVER BEMIDJI,
PREPARE TO MEET VIKINGS TOMORROW
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Begins Work
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PROGRAM ISSUED
FOR HOMECOMING
Everything is being prepared for
the big event—Homecoming—on No
vember 8. Arrangements of programs,
committees and prizes have been
completed.
That this Homecoming
will be the' best yet is expected con
sidering the number of students and
the-enthusiasm shown.
The election of the queen will be
arranged for by the publicity commit
tee, and complete programs of all
events will be printed. In general
the program will be as follows:
Friday, November 7.
4:00 to 7:00 P.M. — Registration of
Alumni.
7:00 P.M.—Pep-fest, Bonfire, and
Torchlight Parade.
(Program broadcast)
Saturday, November 8.
8:00 A.M.—Breakfasts.
10:30 A.M.—Homecoming Parade.
2:30 P. M.—Homecoming Foot ball
Game (Jamestown vs
Dragons).
6:00 P.M.—Alumni - Student Dinner
in Comstock Hal.
9:00 P. M.—Alumni-Student Dance.
The entire campus and field will be
decorated under the supervision of
Florence Renner, head of the decora
tion committee. Crimson and white
banners will wave on our campus to
welcome the alumni back. Miss McCarten's art class has sent the Dragon
Ensign to the pennant company, and
banners will be ready for the next
football game.

CHANGES IN LINEUP SAVE
FOR ROBINSON, OUT FOR
ANKLE INJURY

Victorious by the margin of 33-0
over the Bemidji Peds, the Dragon
team shows great possibilities of be
coming a threat this year in football
circles, in the opinion of Coach Alex
'Sliv" Nemzek. Although the Drag
ons won, there were many faults evi
dent which have been corrected in
this week's scrimmages and polishing
of plays to mechanical smoothness.
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O c t . 25—M i n o t T e a c h e r s C o l - <e>
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lege, he e.
Nov. 1—N. D. State College,
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Fargo.
N o v . 8 — J a m e s t o w n C o l l e g e , <$>
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here (Homecoming).
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A much smoother offense, a faster
charging and a harder tackling team
will take the field against the Valley
City Teachers College Vikings tomor
row in the first home game of the sea
son. It will have an important bear
ing on the Interstate Conference
championship, according to reports.
Bill Robinson's injured proved to be
less serious than first
believed. He
has rested his injured ankle for a
week now and his improvement has
been so marked that he will probably
M r . K a r l P a r s o n s , A . B . , ( I n d i a n a don his togs and join the squad on
C e n t r a l C o l l e g e ) A . M . ( N o r t h w e s t  Monday.
ern), who began work as associate in
Cobbers Defeat Vikings.
The Vikings defeat before the on
the high school department of the
slaught of the Concordia College Cob
Training School this fall.
bers was observed when the two
teams met Monday night at Valley
City. The Vikings give every indica
tion of being a serious conference con
tender this year. Coach Nemzek says
they have plenty of reserve strength,
COLLEGE
E X P R E S S E S T H A N K S in which Bemidji was weak. A do or
die spirit of the Vikings marked their
FOR GIFT; DR. WELD IS FOR
fine battle against the Cobbers. Evi
MER PRESIDENT
dences are that they are all set to
' More than 300 volumes, a gift from give the Dragons a game from which
Dr. Frank A. Weld, former president they hope to emerge the victors. Last
of the College, is acknowledged by the year's game turned out 20-14 in favor
College library. The books, a selec of the Dragons, but Valley City ad
tion from Dr. Weld's private profes mits more strength this year, and the
sional library, cover all fields
of in Dragons will need to be in condition
and strength in order to prevent an
terest and study, and constitute
upset.
very welcome and substantial add!
The lineup for tomorrow's game is
tion to the reference -department.
Through the columns of The MiS- as follows: left end, Ireland; left
TiC the College wishes to express its tackle, J. Krajeck; left guard, McAl
appreciation of this generous gift lister; center, Moberg, right guard,
coming as it does at a time when the Kimm; %right tackle, Simson or Nel
library is seeking to build up the son; right end, Bielfeldt; quarterback.
shelves following the loss by fire last Gilpin; right halfback, Ingersoll; left
February. This constitutes the larg halfback, L. Davis, and fullback, H.
est of several such gifts by friends Krajeck.
of the institution.
Others who will probably see action
Dr. Weld is now living in Minne are: backfield men, Dahl, V. Ander
apolis following several years of work son, Rutz, Marty Christianson, and
as editor of the School Executives Bennet; ends, Booher, Fogel, and
Magazine, to which position he went Blaine; centers, Don Anderson and
upon resigning the presidency here Bill Davis; linemen, Richardson, Reyafter a term of twenty years.
nald Christensen, Eininger, Bailey.
"Big George" Anderson will not see
action against Valley City, but it is
expected that his injury will be healed
by the time of the Cobber game.

WELD DONATES 300
BOOKS TO COLLEGE

CREDIT PLANNED
FOR PIANO WORK

To make Homecoming a success,
the budget has been raised from $250
to $293 dollars, by the finance
com M R S . E V E L Y N
LOCKE, NORTH
mittee under the leadership of Agnes
WESTERN GRADUATE, NOW
Duffy, Fargo.
Apportionments have
IS INSTRUCTOR
been made as follows: $125, decora
tion; $60, broadcast; $50, publicity;
With plans for accrediting the
A total of 112 people are enrolled
$38, dance; $15, queen's float
and
work of students drawn up, the Piano in extension coursse offered to people
(Continued on Page Four)
department of M. S. T. C. s has wit in the surrounding district who have
nessed marks of progress this fall n't the opportunity to come to the
Freshman and sophomore students in regular College classes, according to
the music course, as well as upper- Mr. Bridges, director of extension.
classmen, may now receive credit for
The enrollment of Miss Wenck's
piano. One year of piano work is re
class in Sight Singing, given at St.
quired in the music course and more
melodious sounds.
Soon my poor may be taken if the student desires John's Hospital in Fargo, is by far
the largest, 49 student* nurses taking
addled brain was still further inveig
A student must reach a certain pro
this course. Missl^BintwWclass in
led by trying to watch two such men ficiency
before he may receive any
ageries of sound at one time, Detroit credit, however. He must be able to Reading and Speech at the same in
Lakes High School's representatives play the major and minor scales, stitution has 29 nurses enrolled.
The class in "Regional Geography
p e r f o r m i n g a t o n e s i d e , w h i l e t h e M . hands separate; play easy studies by
S. T. C. Band took up my attention on Koehler, Streabbog, Loeschorn, or of the World" being given by Mr.
the other side. Finally when still similar composers; easy pieces and Schwendeman at Detroit Lakes, has a
other band members arrived, I decid sonatinas by Gurlitt, Lichner, Rein total enrollment of 13. Of the two
ed that my ear drums could stand no ecke, Clementi, etc.. At the efid of courses offered at Fergus Falls, Mr.
more.
the first year he is expected to be able Murray's "Masterpieces of English
When I returned to Journalism to play the major and minor scales and American Literature," provides
class, Mr. Murray also refused to deal hands together; studies by Burgmul- instruction for 13 people, while Mr.
with remnants and leavings and after ler, Czerny, Cramer, Hanon, and Locke's advanced
sociology class
a short class period turned us out, Bach; easy sonatinas and sonatas by studying "The Family" in the same
again setting me free to pursue my Mozart and Haydn; and easy pieces city contains eight students.
quest. When I found that the whole by such composers as Reinecke, Schu
appalling contingent was moving in mann, Bach, Handel, Mozart, Grieg,
the direction of my home town I de Beethoven, and Chopin.
cided to burn my bridges behind me
Mrs. Evelyn Locke is now the teach
and to follow the procession. Catch
er of piano in the Music department.
The comedy, "Tillie of Bloomsing hold of the tail end, I followed
She has both the A. B. and B. M. de bury," by Ian Hay, will be presented
the moving mass to Hawley, where I
grees. She received her Bachelor of by the local "chapter of Alpha Psi
was able to converse with our musical
Music degree at Northwestern Uni Omega, national dramatic society, on
ambassadors. "We have met the ene
versity School of Music in 1929, tak l date early in November. Tryouts
my and they are ours," said Ray Siming her piano work under Dean Carl for roles are under way, and the cast
onitsch, referring to our trans-graveMilton Beecher, composer and teacher will be announced within the next
yardian foemen. "Their bass drum is
of note.
few days.
broken and their bus is stalled."
Mrs.
Locke
has
studied
advanced
Most of the roles will be played by
When at last we reached Detroit
Lakes, I gave up the ghost when I pipe organ at the Eastman School of active and alumni members of Alpha
found the people of Moorhead, led by ; Music in Rochester, N. Y., and is in- Psi, and the rest will be given to
Dr. Locke and Mr. Kise, in turn talc-1 terested in helping any students who members of the Dramatic Club. The
ing the places of the good burghers wish to study piano or organ, whether production is being coached by Miss
:hey are music course students or not,Tainter.
of Detroit Lakes,

112 ENTERED FOR
EXTENSION WORK

Band Joins in Elation While Procession
Wends Halting Way to the Lake City

Alpha Psi to Present
• "Tillie of Bloomsbury"

THE MiSTiC
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THE MiSTiC

A weekly newspaper published by Moorhead State Teachers College every
F r i d a y of the college year. Printed in the College Print Shop, and issued at the
College.
Entered a s second class matter at the Postoffice at Moorhead, Minnesota.
Subscription price, activity fee to students; alumni dues to members of the
Association; all others, $1.50 a year. Single copies, 5c.
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The scarcity of any hymnals and

P r i n t Shop Supervisor the condition of those relics still sur
P r i n t Shop .Assistant viving should be sufficient plea for

*

CLARENCE GLUDT tPub. Comm.)

muring as of the lapping of the waves
against a distant shore. Byes stare
vacantly or fix themselves upon some
spot to remain there until the final
note is sounded.
Restless bodies shift uneasily as
the individuals struggle to sing that
which they do not know. Like the
hollow, echoing in a deserted house
atfer the joyful rioting of a noisy
mob, so is this dull murmuring con
trasted to the opening chorus.
Why this lack of choral melody,
this patiently waiting, restless mob?
This may all be attested to the scarc
ity and literal rarity of song-books
without which the program is not
complete. Row after row of students
stand idle, desiring to sing, but hav
ing no book from which to glean the
words and melody. Here and there
scattered through the assemblage, tat
tered remnants of former hymn books
are consulted by eager students. No
covers, and with but few pages left
within, they present by a faint re
semblance to a Gospel Hymnal.

_____

—

BY RON D. MURRAY

- -State

Editor the betterment of existing conditions.

Faculty Adviser

OUR PLATFORM
1. One hundred Seniors in 1933.
2. Krery student in some Extra-Curricular Activity.
3. A male enrollment of one hundred and fifty in 1933.
4. A physical plant which will make il. S. T. C. the best in the Eorthwrst.
SEE YOU AT THE GAME

Playing football of a type never before demonstrated by
Dragons, the team will carry the ball through thick and thin to
bring M. S. T. C. victory tomorrow. Already, the superior playing
of the Dragons as they brought home a 33-0 win over Bemidji
gives us assurance of a good game. The boys will take the field
with the will to win over any odds. They will give all the skill,
energy, and vitality which they possess to come from that field—
the victors.
They will do their part; can you do yours? You say, "What
duty have we?" You have that duty to be there which is as
important in its relationship to the success of the game as the
team itself. Many are the excuses which are advanced for ab
sence from those contests of physical endurance and skill. You
may give any one of a multiplicity of reasons for not being at
that game, but none are sufficiently founded on fact to warrant
a failure to be present on your part. Neither the cold nor the
popularity of the "suitcase society" gives ample excuse for miss
ing that contest tomorrow.
Some women say, "Oh, I'm not interested in football games."
Too many of you have never seen a real example of the art of
playing so that you cannot judge as to your likes and dislikes.
Physical discomfort may be allayed by sufficient covering plus a
display of enthusiasm to warm the "cockles of the heart."
Weather regardless, men and women, one and all (including
the faculty) we'll see you at the game!
—D. B.

In behalf of the many who realize this
necessity we add our personal en
treaty for a remedy to the situation.
—D. B.
WIT AND HUMOR—HURRAY!

October 3, 1930

Dragon's Dragnet
-$>

It seems that Clayton Schernberg
hasn't the faculty for remembering
how Indians look, or else he hasn't
seen any. As he went by the Catho
lic School • last Saturday on the way
to Bemidji, he pointed at two nuns
and asked, "What are those things,
Indians?"
*

*

*

Arthur Skjonsby has eyes that see
an object quicker than it can be reg
istered on the brain. While watching
the dial on a gas station pump last
Saturday — this particular dial being
divided into 24ths, the hand going
around once fast, for every gallon, he
exclaimed wondering, "Gosh, that
goes in fast." Then the explanation
dawned on him.
*

*

*

Somebody around the campus has
said we have some persons of Scotch
descent at M. S. T. C. This statement
is verified in the case of Peggy Stinson and Betty Bestick. It seems these
two girls were in the car that arrived
in Bemidji first
last Saturday. They
immediately went into the Markham
Hotel and had a nice dinner at their
own expense. When the rest of the
band arrived and were treated to a
free dinner, thfese two girls couldn't
stand the mental anguish, so they ate
again.

and snitch it for myself. Can you
imagine what I found when I got
down there? When I was half way
down the stairs I heard the most aw
ful racket. What do you suppose it
was? Here was Alice R. Nelson and
Edith Skogen fighting
about it. I'd
like to know what right they had to
be down there!! Anyhow, I picked
it off t(ie wall while they were still
arguing about it. Gee, I love it so
much. He looks a little bit like Con
rad Nagel and Thomas Meighan. Oh,
dear!
Tuesday.
Oh! I've got Clarence Glasrud good
and mad at me. It isn't my fault,
either — what can he expect?. We
were out walking night before last,
and I felt sort of melancholy, so I
began to cry. When I cry, I always
lean on something, and as Clarence
was the only leanable thing in sight
I put my head on his shoulder. Well,
Clarence's necktie faded right onto
his shirt, and he says he'll never for
give me. Now I ask you, what about
my face? His necktie was a bright
green!
Krajeck is in a mess. He called up
he dorm the other night, and asked
for Melba. As usual she couldn't be
found, so I thought I'd soothe poor
Herman by telling him she was study
ing. It just happened that at that
exact time Melba walked into the
club with Chet Gilpin. (Krajeck was
calling from the club.)
Well, he
(Krajeck) fainted dead away, and
row he has to pay for the hole in
the floor and the dent in the concrete
below where his head struck. It was
lucky that he wasn't injured.
Your unloved but ever-loving
daughter,
IVA PAINE.

Someone, student or faculty mem
En route to Fergus Falls for his
ber, made the suggestion to a mem
ber of the staff that there was not I wf ?ki>' extension class Dr. Locke
picked up three students from Barnesenough wit and humor in the MiSTiC.
Perhaps the fact that this person had i ville. All went well until within sight
if the city, when on the side of a
not read "Lovelorn Letters" is suffi
hill, the trusty steed gave out for lack
cient to disqualify him or her as a
of petrol.
critic. However that may be, let it
There was nothing for it but to
be hereby proclaimed that real wit is
push. With one of the students at
always welcome to a place in The
the wheel and Dr. Locke pushing with
"It Pays to Look Well"
MiSTiC. The chief question then be
the aid of the two other students, the
comes, "Who can supply it?"
Quality Work at
rapidly moving car slowly crept up
Outside of the feature stories of hu
LARSON
& JACOBSON'S
the long hill. At last with puffing
man interest which are a regular fea
and panting the auto gained the top,
BARBER SHOP
ture of The MiSTiC, it is planned to
the people climbed in, and with top
have a column entitled "The Dragon's
Center Ave. at 7th St. Moorhead
sails reefed, glided gracefully down
Dragnet" to which all interesting in
to the Asylum.
citfents, humorous, odd, or otherwise
HIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII1II1IIIIIIIIIIIIE
(His lecture was more than usually
fascinating, which actually happen on
the campus are welcome. If these boring that day—too much exercise!)
short paragraphs submitted are seri
-<•>
ous iti cast, they will be placed in the
"Campus Comment" column inaugu
rated last week.

Lovelorn Letters

1 'klENDLY
FIVE

Monday.
For ideas as to what these para
graphs may contain, those interested Dear Folks;
I don't care one bit! I'm coming
are referred to the old files
of The
The way this
MiSTiC, especially the November 15, home next week!!
1929, number
(Homecoming Side place is degenerating is terrible. The
lights) and to the February 14, 1930, nerve of some of the men up here is
Fire edition (Sidelights of the Con nothing to worry about — neither is
flagration).
Some*!}? the latter were the small-pox. The idea! Johnny Inconsidered sufficiently clever to be gersoll, the sweet boy, (I never could
lifted bodily and printed in one of our resist Johnnies) has had the most
STUDENTS GIVE WILLINGLY
large city papers. Those contemplat beautiful picture taken, and the darl
It has long been conceded that the average college student ing such contributions need not feel, ing donated one of them to Comstock
New Friendly Five shoe styles for
possesses more time than money, and this assertion has held good however, that special occasions are Hall. I was the first one to find it on
spring
and summer harmonize smartly
the only times that such items are the bulletin board, and I had decided
in the average college. But such is not the case at M. S. T. C.
that after lights-out I would go down
with
the
new styles in fabrics. Be sure
At a meeting of the student body last Friday we were in possible.
to
see
the
newest ones for sport wear.
clined to believe that the students of this institution have more Perhaps there are some who think
All five dollars.
money than time. This belief is the result of the eager response that if local humor is not available,
of each and every Freshman, as well as upper-classmen, to the we should clip jokes from profes
FALL SUITS
MEAT MARKET
call for friends to finance that fast approaching gala day—Home sional humor magazines and attach
the names of campus celebrities. On
Fish - Oysters
coming.
,
such concoctions The MiSTiC draws
Although we are not certain that the unanimous ballot cast the line, for they lack freshness, orig
In Season
Autumn shades of Tans,
in favor of the poll-tax (a tax of fifty cents per capita placed upon inality, and true interest.
Meat
and
Sausages
Browns, Blues and Greys
student and faculty) was, in every case, prompted by the pos In case this critic, however well
Shipped by Parcel Post
session of a fat purse, of this we'are well assured: M. S. T. C. meaning he may be, feels that it is
students realize that time spent here developing their intellect desirable to have a paper half filled
to our country customers.
and broadening their own experiences in order to be leaders of with humor, we wish to point out that
Country shipment of veal
others, is indeed, more valuable than money regardless of the toil such a school paper either fails to get
| COLLEGE CLOTHES
1
and poultry solicited - and sweat that earned it. Then, too, they have assured us that half the things that happen or are
Moorhead, Minn,
Moorhead
Minnesota
they are willing to give "until it hurts" to make November the going to happen about the campus, or
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiii
else the College is dead and has no
eiirhth a "Bigger and Better Homecoming."
activities. In the case of The MiSTiC,
K
mi
nun
—M. D. K.
it has been for some years true that
00DWARD
the bane of the editors has been too
INC.
lard, is now working for her master's
many happenings—too much news to
622
- Center Ave.
=
degree at that place. Mrs. Ballard
compress within the columns of the
and Edward, a son, are living in Ber
We
buy
and
sell
for
cash
that's
why
we
sell
for
less
1
paper. If we print all the news worth
keley also for the year.
"Everything to Wear"
Dry Goods, Shoes, Ladies'
Again we have a special reason to
printing, we are lucky if we have
Among the interesting features of
and Gents' Furnishings, Millinery, Notions, Etc.
thank our Alumni Association for
space enough for a limited amount of
the paper is a controversy as to
their generous aid. They have recent
features, particularly of a humorous mtiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiillliliiliiiiiiiiilliiiiiilllliiiillllililliiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiillllllliiiiiiiiilliiiitiiiiilliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiijiiiilnTp
where women students might ^moke,
ly hired an assistant coach, Mr. Wil
type.
aiuuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiii
with the student staff suggesting the
liam T. Curran, '20, to relieve Head
Perhaps, however, we are on the
gutter. One of the planks in their
Coach Nemzek of some of his many
editorial platform seems to be the wrong track. Perhaps we should go
duties, and to the Alumni we will be
per cent
elimination of the junior colleges or out for a 50-50 paper, fifty
greatly indebted for the successes
per cent nonsense.
at least the junior college students, sense and fifty
which we feel sure will accompany
because they feel that students enter Perhaps, too, other College activities
our football -team.
No doubt the
ing the university in their junior year should follow suit.
find little in the way of extra-curricu Chapel Choir should make half their
We hope that all our students are
lar activities left open to them by programs out of such songs as "Ani = «
blessed with a sense of humor and
those who entered the university in mal Crackers," "Thanks for the Buggy
that when someone cracks a joke on
Ride," etc. Half the plays of the Dra
•n
•
ia Anj i4 iriGir iresnman y©ar.
you, you will recognize it and
treat
, ^
We are led to w
wonder what they matic Club should be like "Abie's
it as such. This is especially true of
would have to say if confronted with Irish Rose." No doubt the drum ma
"Lovelorn Letters." They are not
such a normal training system as jor should obtain a clown suit and
seriously intended and should not be
turn cartwheels down the street in
there is in Minnesota.
taken in that way.
front of the band; a monkey should
by all means be obtained to perch
On the Detroit-Lakes-Moorhead tour
atop the bass drum. And to put on
THE OPEN COLUMN
BRING US THAT NEXT REPAIR JOB
celebrating the opening of the paved *>touches, Coach Nemzek
-<8> the finishing
1 assuredly hire a chorus from
road between those two cities, our
should
MAY WE SING?
band had another opportunity to ad
the Scandals of 1930 for a ballet dance
Five hundred students file in with
vertise the College.
A person can
between halves of the football games.
better appreciate the benefits of such many a laugh and chatter to take Thus we should have a comic opera
their
places
for
the
usual
chapel
pro
advertising if one can hear the com
college, and The MiSTiC would com
A splendid blending of
ments concerning our band expressed ceedings.
pete with Life and College Humor
men's and women's voices gives due
by the audiences along the way.
regard to the time-honored and now
A headline in the Moorhead Daily
The MiSTiC is in receipt of two familiar tune, number 112. Following
The City Hall is across the Street
copies of the Daily Californian, by a scripture reading, the opening News said, "Policeman Better After|
courtesy of Mr. Ballard.
Margaret chords of another hymn are answered Gun Wound." If that's so, won't some
Ballard, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Bal- by a faint and barely perceptible mur body shoot Bill Robinson.
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiii,i,nniim^

HUBERT ZERVAS

$24.75 — $29.50

|HUB CLOTHING CO.|

W. G. W

Campus Comment
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JEWELRY

DIAMONDS
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OAK MOUND FETES
ADVENT OF LIGHT
A community meeting celebrating
the installation of an electric light
plant at the Oak Mound affiliated
school took place at the school, Fri
day evening. The event was spon
sored by the teachers at the school,
Miss Alice Corneliuson, principal, and
the Misses May Tangen and Elizabeth
Brown.
Misd Georgian Lommen, director of
the Training School, presented a talk
describing her visit to Iceland last
year.
An original skit prepared by the
regular teachers of the Oak Mound
school, "The Evolution of Light as It
Has AfTected Student Teachers in
Their Training," was given. Partici
pating in the skit were the regular
teachers, the Misses Corneliuson,
Tangen. and Brown, and the student
teachers from the College. Reuben
Parson, sang several selections, ac
companied by Harlow Berqnist.

t,
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The Dragons Abroad
The Moorhead Stale Teachers College Eastern Tour

RACHAEL STOWE

The worst is yet to come for the
freshmen of the Eastern Teachers
College, Madison, S. D., if the sopho
mores have their way, writes Rachael
Stowe in a letter to Mr. Murray. It
seems that the frosh had a meeting
and decided not to obey the rules
about green caps. Enrollment there
is about 400. Miss Stowe expresses
her pleasure that enrollment at M. S.
T. C. has passed the 500 mark.

PART IV.

Ottawa just as the Royal Canadian
Guards were parading the streets,
their high fur helmets recalling to our
minds pictures of imperial scenes of
Europe. The foreign atmosphere and
almost medieval appearance domi
nates our impression of the Canadian
capital. In" the cloudy gloom of an
early evening half enveloped by the
wilds of the Laurentian Uplands, with
the log-filled Ottawa river resembling
a moat, the Parliamentary building
occupying a rock citadel above the
river, the melodious notes of the
Peace Chimes from its Gothic tower,
the French populace, the suggestion
of aristocracy in the brilliantly light
ed, magnificent structure of the Cha
teau Laurier, it required but little ef
fort of the imagination to complete
the picture of a city of the Middle
Ages.
Montreal is cosmopolitan and when
the Dragons arrived Monday evening
after a hectic half day of twisting
roads and narrow two-ton bridges
they added another element to the
medley. With the presence of people
of every nationality, the ready flow of
liquors, the resultant hilarity, the
night at the New Ford Hotel proved
almost as hectic as the afternoon
drive. Although enjoying their mod
ern quarters in this huge metropoli
tan hotel, the Dragons evinced stern
disapproval at the lack of restraint on
the part of Americans at the hotel.
The presence of the giant air liner,
R-100, ocean liners -lying along the
river quays, a variety of industrial
and commercial activities, and the
fine cultural features, cathedral, col
leges, parks, seen in the next day's
tour of the city, amply proclaimed
Montreal a city of world prominence.
—J. R. S.

All of the next day was spent in
covering the distance from Hamilton
to Gananoque along the scenic north
shore of Lake Ontario. That evening
the little tourist cottages along the
St. Lawrence at the Gananoque tour
ist camp fairly vibrated with the ac
tivities of the Dragons as they set
about making themselves comfortable
for the night. The brunt of the ac
GEORGE EDWARDS
tivities fell on Ole and Johnny, who
"Pheasant season opens," says a lacking the usual definiteness of hotel
streamer in a paper recently received direction or the assistance of bell
by Mr. Murray. It happens that this hops, carried baggage hither and yon,
is not a sportsman's magazine but and yon and thither again, being
rather the Co-Red, newspaper of the sometimes followed or sometimes pre
Red field. S. D., high school. There ceded by the gesturing, directing
teams go by the name "Pheasants", Dragonesses. The scene was not un
and their athletic director is George like a covey of quails bedding down
Edwards, B. E. '30. In addition to the for the night. Dragons Schwen^eman
ews of the coming season, there is and Christensen with their respective
an article about Edwards and his rec wives retired to the quiet of the
ord in Dragon athletics.
Spanish Villa on a prominence over
ELISE RUSHFELDT
looking the St. Lawrence. When they
A year ago last summer The MiS emerged from thence, peace reigned,
EDUCATIONAL PROJECTS
TiC chronicled the first
triumph of with the gently lapping waters of the
STARTED AT SUNNYSIDE Elise Rushfeldt, graduate of the Col river easily audible as it flowed past
lege and writer who makes Hawley the now lighted cabins. The steady
A project illustrating the Japanese her home. Then it was "A Coffin for chug of a motor launch leaving the
home has been started by the first,
Anna" which was published in the boat landing told of the Dragons out
second, and third grade children of O'Henry collection of best short sto to enjoy the enchantment of the Thou
Sunnyside. a rural affiliated school. ries. This year she has won similar sand Islands of the St. Lawrence.
Routes of early explorers and indus honors with "A Coffin, for Enoch,"
Hundreds of islands were discern
tries of early Minnesota will be work which is to be published in the ible, dark shapes on the silvered sur
ed out in a map project by the fourth O'Brien Prize Short Story collection. face of the moonlit waters of the
grade history class. The fifth grade Last October a feature was published mighty St. Lawrence. Nature's lures
history class will illustrate early pio first in the Fargo Forum and later in extended the voyage far into the pight
neer Iffe by a log cabin project. Hel The MiSTiC about Miss Rushfeldt, —open channels, mirrors of moon
ms Rekedal and Lucy Gajeski are her work, and her life.
light with the glinting waters sharply
student teachers at Sunnyside.
framed by the abrupt rocky shore
ERNEST GATES
The Moorhead-Valley City high lines of the encircling islands; lurk
- •
school game played last Saturday on ing shadows in the narrow passages
NEW LIBRARY HOOKS
with crouching boulders and over
<$> Memorial Field was refereed by Ern
hanging trees made goulish by chang
est
Gates,
former
Dragon
football
star
Hugo: Les Miserables.
ing light and shadow; the suggestion
Lewis: Contemporary One-act Plays. and now physical education instruc of danger in the unknown depth be
Lewis: Technique of the One-act tor in the Jamestown, N. D., schools. neath and the ugly rock shoals which
Play.
j appeared with sudden menace in the
Lindgren: Modern Speeches.
! path of the speeding'boat; the cool
Maurois: Byron.
bracing fragrance of pure water. Now
Melville: Typee.
and then a flashing shaft of light told
Murphy: Sport Writing of Today.
The College High School Camp Fire of others bent on similar errands of
Neihardt: Collected Poems; Song of group has been reorganized for this pleasure.
Three Friends.
year, under the leadership of Miss
At 9:00 a.m.-Sunday we investi
Prltchard: Training in Literary Ap Frick. They meet every Wednesday
gated the reality of the Thousand
preciation.
afternoon. Plans are now under way
Island district. The granite mass of
Q u i n n : Representative American for a party for the new members.
the Canadian shield here extends a
Plays.
crystalline projection across the St. i
Radder:
Newspaper Make-up and
The Intermediate Grade department Lawrence terminating in the shaggy
Headlines.
music work is this year divided by Adirondacks of New York.
The!
Richardson: Pamela.
grades to give more individual atten mighty waters of the river have not j
Sainte Beuve: Portraits of the 17th tion to each child's musical work.
yet cut wholly through their barrier,
Century.
Evelyn Pierce has charge of the third leaving the harder parts projecting in
Srtden <e Selnrnir: Scenery ami Ltght-4and fifth
grade music and Maurine
almost numberless islands of granite.
ing for School and Little Theatre Stinson of the fourth and sixth grade
These islands are rocky and mostly
Stages.
music.
tree covered, varying in size from
Shelley: Complete Poetical Works.
«
«
*
mere points of rock to several square
Shipherd: Fine Art of Writing.
The third and fourth grade pupils miles. They serve mostly as sites for
Smollett: Expeditions of Humphrey
have been busy, during their art peri the palatial summer homes of promi
Clinker.
od, sandpapering and applying green nent Americans and Canadians.
Sophocles: Oedipus.
paint to their chairs and tables, resur
Early Sunday afternoon we entered
Spencer: Editorial Writing.
rected from the fire. This adds beauty
Squire:
Contemporary
American
and color to their classrooms.
Authors.
Sterne: Sentimental Journey.
VETERAN RADIO GIRLS
Stevenson & Osbourne: Ebb Tide.
ENTERTAIN NEW MEMBERS
Strachey: Queen Victoria.
The Red Jackets Orchestra will
Strachey: Elizabeth & Essex.
Following the broadcast last Friday keep the Owls and their guests hop
Tarkington: Plutocrat.
Tennyson: Poetic & Dramatic Works. evening in which the Radio Girls par ping at the fall term dance given Sat
Untermeyer: Modern American and ticipated, the old members of the
club entertained the new members at urday evening at 8:30 in the Student
British Poetry.
Many of the
Walker: More Portmanteau Plays; a luncheon at the home of Miss Helen Exchange building.
Chamberlain in Fargo.
alumni are expected to be present at
Portmanteau Plays.
Wister: Virginian.
this annual dance held every fall.
Physical Education.
Harlow Berquist has taken the
Arey: Developmental Anatomy.
place of Gordon Grina as Patriarch,
Greaves: Elementary Bacteriology.
according to the custom of having tho
Herrick: Introduction to Neurology.
A dinner at the Tea Cup Inn in oldest member of the Owls as the
Winslow: Prevention of Disease in
Fargo at 6 p. m., and a theater party
the Individual.
after, is the program of the Gamma Patriarch.
Science.
Xu sorority which is entertaining the
Herrick: Brains of Rats and Men.
Hopkins: Chemistry of Rarer Ele Pi Mu Phi sorority this evening.
= We Rebuild Your Old Shoes ES
The active members and Miss Carl
ments; General Chemistry.
§ SO THEY LOOK LIKE NEW|
Pearse: Animal Ecology.
son, Miss Holmquist, and Miss Wenck
Riley: Guide to Study of Animal were entertained at a 6:30 o'clock din
Parasites.
Moorhead, Minn.
Snodgrass: Anatomy and Physiology ner Wednesday evening given by Mrs.
Nemzek and Mrs. Bystrom at the By* of the Honey-bee.
"GET A SHINE"
Weldon: Economic Biology.
strom home. After the dinner a busi
Sociology.
l l llll
Illlllllllllll
Illllllll
UIIIIIIIMIIIIlI
ness meeting was held.
Addams:
Twenty Years at Hull
House.
Addams: Spirit of Youth and the City
Streets.
Blackmar: History of Human Society.
Bogardus: Introduction to Sociology.
Burgess: Personality and the Social
Group.

The Training School

STRUB'S-GROCERIES and STATIONERY
ICE CREAM and CANDY

213 EIGHTH ST. S.

C0MST0CK TAXI j

1717

Phone

ph°nej

Office: Comstock Hotel
Rates: 25 cents 1st mile
10 cents each additional
one-half mile.
) No Charge for Extra Passengers

You are invited to call at

MACKALL'S
DRUG STORE
510 Center Avenue
Moorhead
Minnesota
For anything you need in the
line of Drugs, Toiletries, Per
fume, Books & Stationery.
Friendly Welcome - Efficient Service

FOR MOTHER'S KIND OF COOKING

B1u e b i r d C o f f e e S h o p
E. M. Peterson

L. A. Benson

618-Center Ave., Moorhead, Minnesota

Comstock Beauty Parlor & Barber Shop
If your hair is not becoming to you, you better
be coming to us.
Phone
3593 W.
In M. S. T. C. Folks Always Think of Briggs
When They Think of Flowers.

BRIGGS FLORAL COMPANY

CALL AND SEE OR PHONE US
Moorhead, Minn.

Phone 762

Owls to Hold Annual
Frolic Tomorrow Nite

Gams Will Entertain
Pis at Dinner, Show

|Thon Shoe Hospital j

PROGRESSIVE TEACHERS
Appreciate the Value of a Bank

Who Knows?
An interesting and puzzling situa
tion arose in Government class. The
discussion of citizenship provided the
opening.
Mr. Gronbeck (in a desire to cinch
the argument)—A doctor, whose par
ents were American citizens, was
born in the foreign state of Panama,
to become a U.S. citizen he had to
take out papers.
Mr. Rise (thoughtfully)—How old
was he?
Mr. Gronbeck (after some deep
thought and meditation)—Well—uh—
uh—he was born there,

PROGRESSIVE TEACHERS appreciate the value of a
banking connection. Why not take advantage of the com
plete facilities in this strong institution while you are a
student in the State Teachers College? The financial ser
vices of this bank, strengthened by our affiliation with the
Northwest Bancorporation, make an account with us a valu
able asset wherever you may locate in the Northwest.

CHIC HATS FOR FALL
Hats for campus, street,
and afternoon wear are
here for your choosing.
Jaunty, stunning styles
in toques, cushion brims,
irregular sides, and offthe-face models. T h e
colors are brown, cricket,
wine, and the ever popu
lar black. Materials are
velvet, felt, chenille, and
suede — all sizes.

$5.00
D E JC

r

PATTERN HATS
T ou will also like the two new Pattern Hat vogues.
Each has an individual style, revealing the mastercraftsmen art in no uncertain terms — the season's
newest Hats — in newest materials and colors. You'll
love these for they have such chic.
ETA
Specially priced at
|
Fancy Hat Box FREE With Every Purchase

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
MOORHEAD—MINNESOTA
Affiliated with Northwest Bancorporation
Combined Resources Over $485,000,000

A

FARGO
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COMING MONDAY

NOW PLAYING

NOW PLAYING

COMING

GLORIA SWANSON

Eddie Cantor

RIN-TIN-TIN'S

"WHOOPEE"

Most Amazing Adventure

FARGO

"WHAT A WIDOW"

THEATRE

Loo Cody — Owen Moore

—with—

—in—

Dorothy Sebastian
—and—

Neil Hamilton

Starts
MONDAY, OCT. 6

"THE MAN HUNTER"
W
PROGRAM ISSUED
tmbd?,™ wi" Ho'd PEP PROGRAM IS
DRAGONS DEFEAT -1 4First
Meeting- Tuesday
HELD IN CHAPEL FOR HOMECOMING
PED TEAM 33-0

ments for
them.

FIVE SCORE TOUCHDOWNS AS
DRAGONS SWAMP BEMIDJI;
ROBINSON INJURED

Lambda Phi Sigma will have its
regular meeting Tuesday, October 7,
at 8 o'clock in the high school cot
tage. Leland Martinson, the Moorhead high school boy who has spent
three summers in the west, hiking all
the way with five dollars for a start
wju recount some of his most inter
esting experiences.
Mrs. Kise and
Louise Murray will sing several duets.

"Ladies Must Play"
prizes will be made by

(Continued from Page One)

robe; and $5, Pep-fest.
At 7:30 this morning the sale of
tags began.
Twenty-five freshmen
and the same number of sophomores
are selling the tags in their classes.
The juniors are represented by seven
salesmen and the seniors and faculty
have one each. Another means of
raising money has been found in the
selling of coffee and doughnuts at the
football games.
Marie Riste and
Louise Murray are in charge the sec
ond and third jveeks, while for Home
coming, Anna Braaten will supervise
the coffee and doughnut sales.
The parade, one of the big events
of Homecoming, is in charge of the
parade committee headed by Reuben
Parson of Battle Lake. The stan
dards to be used in judging the floats
will be announced soon by this com
mittee. Reuben Parson will be assist
ed by Henry Ruegamer of Manhattan,
Mont., and Mr. Kise. One prize for
beauty and dne for uniqueness, it is
expected, will be given.
Arrange

REV. CROUCH TALKS ON HOME
OF TODAY AND YESTERDAY
ON WEDNESDAY

At chapel assembly this morning a
Displaying a versatile offense, the
program of yells, songs, and speeches
—
.
Dragons defeated the Bemidji
State
will be carried out under the direc
Teachers College by a score of 33-0
tion of the Student Commission pre
last Saturday on the latter's field.
paratory to the DragomViking game
The scoring was divided between five
on Memorial Field tomorrow.
of team. Moorhead kicked off to Be
Home? What is it coming to? Rev.
midji and proceeded to hold the
R. C. Crouch of the Presbyterian
northern teachers for downs near the
Church in Moorhead explained it to
center of the field.
On the offensive,
the satisfaction of the students, al
the Dragons started a march down
the field, with Tonnie Davis and Bill L I N E U P I N C L U D E S T H R E E L E T - though at the expense of President
MacLean, at chapel assembly last
Robinson carrying the ball. After a
TERMEN; NEW UNIFORMS
Wednesday. Rev. Crouch described
15-yard run, Robinson was forced out
WILL BE BAPTIZED
the modern trend to place the empha
side and on an attempt to come in,
sis of the home on the community.
was injured so that he was carried
A determined Royal Blue and Gold
"The steadying influence of the
off the field.
This injury subsequent squad, representing the College High
ly turned out to be a sprained ankle, School, will make its first appearance home is absent in many instances,
thus depriving the Crimson and of the season at 3:30 this afternoon, and parents are delegating more and
White of one of its best performers. playing the second squad of Moorhead more of the responsibility to the
Ingersoll replaced Robinson at half High School on Memorial Field. With teacher, the preacher, and outside in
fluences.
Modern youth is losing
back.
only three lettermen, Vowles, Schied,
something in character building which
Nelson Scores First.
and Briggs." re turning, but promising
outside agencies cannot supply. The
The march continued until one of new men filling
the ranks, the mana
the Dragon backs fumbled the ball on ger, Mr. Karl Parsons, has selected a youth of today is not safeguarded as
it was in the past; the automobile
Bemidji's three-yard line. Orr was squad that will take the field today.
and the checkbook replace the old
HE most gracious com
hurried on his kick and Hub Nelson
According to Chet Gilpin, who has
pliment you can pay a
fell on the ball behind the Green's been coaching the team, much is ex- horse and buggy of the former days.
"As youth needs a little of the
Attend the Genuine
woman is to present her
goal-posts for the Dragons first touch- pected
juijan Bjerkness, who will
steadiness of old age, so does old age
down. On the try for point Bielfeldt nrohablv
fullback positioi
w i t h a f i n e , accurate w r i s t
start at
at fullback
probably start
position.
ORIGINAL
received a pass across the goal-line Ably supporting him in the other need the spirit of youth. Eventually,
watch. She'll use it a hun
the interest of the older generation is
from a fake kick formation. The first
backfield positions are Harris Vowles
dred times a day. To cook
centered
back
on
the
home,
but
as
quarter ended with the ball on Bemid and Clarence Schied, halfbacks, and
by. To reach social en
yet the happy medium between yes
ji's 23-yard line. Tonnie Davis scored Wayne Berthoff, quarterback.
gagements on time. To
terday and today has not been at
the second touchdown shortly before
Line Is New.
keep appointments. Such
the half but the try for point was
In the line are nearly all new men, tained."
a watch is Hamilton,
blocked. The Dragons left the field
the only letterman being Alfred
known for years as the
with the score 13-0 in their favor.
Briggs, who together with Hugh Price
watch of railroad accur
During the half the Dragon Band will fill the guard positions. The rest
acy. See our new Hamil
maneuvered on the field
and pla> ed of the line positions are taken by Hu
several numbers.
The girls' Pep bert Adams and Earl Martin, tackles;
ton pocket and wrist
Following a picnic supper at the
Squad from Bemidji held a snake Iver Grina, center; and Clifton, Olson,
watches.
$50 to $685.
THURS.—FRI.—SAT.
Moorhead Park the Kappa Pi society
dance also during the intermission.
and Kenneth Whitnack, ends.
Reserves Show Strength.
Besides the new uniforms, which held its first business meeting of the
THIS WEEK
Coming back after the half, the will receive their baptism of fire
to year. Committees were elected as
follows:
Social,
Margaret
DeutschDragon line showed more unison in day, the team has been recently pro
their charging. Forcing the Bemidji vided with lockers and showers in the man, Hazel Green, and Margery Co
mer; Homecoming float
committee,
line back to the shadow of their goal basement of their cottage.
The BRIARCL1FFE WRIST WATCH
Store
The
posts, Moorhead added two more
The coach and his helpers extend Ihla Barton, Elinor Bruggeman, Doro
by Hamilton
points to their total when Hub Nelson an invitation to all College students thy Rebhoff; Sale, Delia Peterson,
charged through and tackled Sexton to attend this game. The admission Helen Brisbane, and Marion EnderA. S. SIGURDSON, Owner
son.
behind the line. Score: M. S.T. C. fee is twenty-five cents.
JEWELERS
15, Bemidji S. T. C. 0.
06 Center Ave.—Phone 1919
Moorhead—4th & Center
The strength of the Dragon re
serves was too much for the Bemidji
squad and the Crimson and White
charged down the field to the 15-yard
line where Herman Krajeck, fullback,
in two successive plunges carried the
The start was more than an hour through thick dusk while he endeav
ball over for another touchdown. The
off schedule due to a last-minute ored to keep up morale by describing
attempted kick was blocked.
scramble to provide another car foi the probability of vicious onslaughts
John Ingersoll scored the fourth
band people. About two feet east of of famished timber wolves if it be
touchdown when he crossed the goal
THURSDAY — FRIDAY — SATURDAY
the city limits Schwendie found that came necessary to park on the lonely
posts after a line play. The try for
his horn wouldn't work. Nor would road all night. Presently he had an
idea. With a hairpin dislodged from
point failed.
the lights,—but more of that later.
Anderson Makes Counter.
Soon Morris Fritz remarked, with the coiffure of Ruth Narveson, he
In the waning minutes of the game,
a pleased look on his face, That s made make-shift repairs to the lights,
Vic Anderson, sub for Gilpin, caught
my home town we just passed—Haw- which then gave about two-candlea pass and crossed the goal for the
ley."
"Where?" asked Schwendie, i power radiance.
Moorhead, Minn.
fifth touchdown of the contest. The
anxiously, as he gazed in the wrong
try for point again failed. The Drag
direction. The pleased look vanished
ons were in the vicinity of the Be
midji goal again when the final whis from Fritzie's mug.
Illlllllllllllllllllllllllll
Mill
I
Eventually Bemidji was reached.
tle blew. The final score was: M.S.
While waiting for the "beans", the
T. C., 33; Bemidji S. T. C., 0.
crowd was horrified to see Christie
The summary:
Mills Drug Co.—504 Center Ave.
^
tluorhend
Ilemidji and his party drive up with the top
I VERA BEIL, Owner-Manager.
M. S. T. C. Student §
To^on, of the car bashed in, a window bro
Ireland
LE
=
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY SPECIALS
J. Krajeck
LT
Klmm
LG
J*1'1" ken, a fender crushed, and a leak in
=
Plain Peanut Taffy—2 lbs. for 50c
Kandy Korn—20c a Block
Moberg
C
Koefod the gas tank. They had turned turtle
All Chocolates—70c a Pound
McAllister
Rfl
i,? 5"n but escaped injury except for Chris
Nelson
11T
Sherden
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Bielfeldt
RE
Sprandel tie, who had a cut over his ear from
Gilpin
'JB
Oldham which the blood flowed down his neck
L. Davis
LH
Sexton
Robinson
RH
Fairchild a n d o n t o h i s c l e a n w h i t d s h i r t . I f i t j
H. Krajeck
FB
Orr had not been so near a tragedy, you'd |
Substitutions: M. S. T. C—Ingersoll
for Robinson: Christensen for Kimm; have laughed to hear each one tell,
A Jewish Indian in the fun
Boober for Ireland: Ireland for Booher; how he came to with his face on the
Dahl for Davis; V. Anderson for Gil floor of the car and his feet against
pin: Richardson for J. Krajeck; Simson
niest mirthfest ever flashed
for Nelson; Fogel for Ireland; Eininger the mucous membrane, (I mean
for McAllister; D. Anderson for Chris clouds). It was a vast relief to know
on the talking screen.
tensen.
no one was badly hurt, although Ruth
Sherwood landed at the bottom of
Eddie Cantor in his most
NOTICE!
the heap and had high-strikes when
uproarious adventure. You'll
The College Radio program will be extricated.
At last, the eats! C. Gludt was so
given on next Thurday from 9 to
laugh until you cry. To see
enchanted by the raven tresses (dyed,
9:30 P: M.
Clarence, dyed) of the head waitress
it is to have the greatest
who had the manner of a dethroned
- time of your life.
empress, that he permitted Paul
Rosel to swipe half the stuff on his
The Kindergarten children have plate. Clarence did come up for air
been busy making apple butter and once, and was conscious long enough
gelatine from garden carrots com to dub the hot rolls "Inch Cape
bined with jello. These foods will be Rocks." Audrey Dyer, half a mile
-In
found on some of the menus for their down the room, offered Paul a "Rock"
parties.
The first
grade children and tossed it to him as though slioot
have, also, been busy making apple ing a basket. It landed on a hunk of
Home of Paramount Pictures
jelly
butter with a splash.
The third and fourth grade children
The shades of night were falling
have been busy during their art peri- fa8t when Schwendie turned on the
SUNDAY
Midnight Show
(
ods painting the chairs and tables
lights.
Only there weren't any.
ONLY
SAT. 11:30
The third and fourth grade children ychvygmiie kept his temper admirably,
have organized a World Freindship ' h
h from the additionai curl in
(
Company, Inc.
Club with "A Tour of the World as
"WHERE THE MIDNITE PICTURES PLAY"
their theme. Doyle Whitnack is presi- hiB halr oue suspected he wanted to
(
dent and Warren Sliinn, secretary.
cuss. Several miles were traversed

HI TEAM TO PLAY
SPUDS' RESERVES

Don't Be Misled

;w-

A Compliment

you mean...
and she'll accept!

T

REXALL

ONE CENT
SALE

Kappa Pi Elects Com
mittees for 1930-'31

MARTINSON'S

Band Members Relax; Dinner Wel
comed; Schwendie Turns Electrician

ONE CENT SALE

JOHNSON'S PHARMACY

("

The Training School

(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(

Ask Any
Smart Co-ed

| LYDIA DARRAH CANDY SHO£S, Inc. |

Where's the best
place to buy:

S

X

Eddie Cantor

"WHOOPEE"

and
she'll say~ )

( J. C. PENNEY )

)

